
Stay Clean / RV Comfort Mat lnstall & userc guide...

lnstallins the Mat:

1) Choose a vertical or horizontal mounting location

that the mat (in the rolled position) will fit best, by

holding it up in place. Keep in mind you need a

surface that short screws can go into. You can mount
inside or in the under-storage compartment areas.

Hold up mat iin rolled position) to the preferred

mounting location, center & straighten as you

would like it to look installed; place one piece of
(masking or painters tape) next to each of the 3 pre-

mounted Velcro strips located on the mat itself so

they are parallel with each other, see diagram.

Note: You can go back to shift the tape over as

needed to achieve a straight line.
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3) Next mount the 3 mounting pads, each with 2 screws

right in the place you put your masking / painter's tape. IA0e

You may want to move the mounting pads over about 2"
(towards the location the pad is to be mounted) to
compensate & achieve a more accurate location once

mounted as you had planned, when previously holding

up in place.
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4l Once the 3 mounting pads are installed hold up the mat to them and they should line up with
the Velcro strips on the mat. Line the two up together & push in place to attach the mat to the
mounting pads.

5) To remove, roll the mat in either direction to separate from the Velcro, do not pull straight out
to release.

Users Guide:

1) Remove mat from mounting location, pull three sections of Velcro strips apart & unroll.

Zl You can use as the full length, or double up for more comfort
3) Cleaning, with a mild soap, such as a liquid dish soap & warm water. Let fully dry before

rolling back up & storing.
4) When done, roll back up tightly and attach the three Velcro strips back up to each other

towards the end. Line up & push back in place to the mounting location.


